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BUILDING  
RESILIENCY  
MORE VITAL THAN EVER   
The GreenWay was planning to profile volunteers in natural 
disaster recovery roles even before the summer’s destructive  
wildfires and the havoc of recent hurricanes. But the disturbing 
images of numbed survivors sifting through burned-out belong-
ings or sorting through splinters that used to be homes certainly 
underscores the need for SCA’s rapid response and mitigation 
teams, especially amid new forecasts that human influences on 
our climate—and therefore our world—will continue to worsen.

In August, as hundreds of blazes claimed lives and property 
across our nation, the White House issued an environmental 
impact statement indicating global temperatures will rise  
by a staggering seven degrees before the end of this century.  
The administration sees this sharp increase as a fait accompli  
and justification for rolling back environmental regulations it  
contends are an unnecessary threat to our economy. A rival  
view insists that without intervention, related droughts,  
storms, and rising sea levels will impose an even greater toll. 

Still another alarming report, this one issued by scientists  
from the University of California at Berkeley and University  
of Wisconsin, warns that if the planet continues to warm at  
its present pace, the greatest impact will occur on our public 
lands. Glacier National Park’s ice pack will melt away, Joshua 
Tree’s eponymous species will die off, and many of America’s 
other most spectacular natural sites will become virtually  
unrecognizable.

The most disconcerting narrative, however, comes from the 
United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 
which states world governments have just 12 years to achieve 
lower emissions targets and avoid potentially disastrous levels 
of global warming. These experts state without appropriate  
action, millions will face the risk of extreme drought,  
wildfires, floods, and food shortages as soon as 2030.

Accordingly, in addition to fielding an increasing number  
of natural disaster response teams, SCA is deploying more  
volunteers in the areas of mitigation and resilience-building 
to help address our modern world’s conservation challenges. 
Among these vital, cutting-edge positions:

•  Interns captured crucial soil, water, and other field data  
to assist the National Ecological Observatory Network in  
understanding how changes in climate, land use, and  
invasive species impact our ecology.

•  Along the Gulf Coast, our Houston Resilience Ambassador 
Team is executing climate resilience and pollinator recovery 
projects; in Alabama and Mississippi, interns are tracking 
changes in plant and animal life cycles (phenology) to inform 
long-range resource management strategies.

•  In partnership with the New York State Department of  
Environmental Conservation, SCA members are stationed 
throughout the Hudson River Watershed region, protecting 
fish and wildlife habitat and helping local residents adapt to 
the mounting effects of climate change.

SCA’s commitment to engaging emerging leaders in climate 
related actions is not new; in Pittsburgh this year, SCA Sustain-
ability Fellows are celebrating a decade of collaborating with 
governments, corporations, community groups, and others to 
make sustainability an ecological game-changer, an economic 
lynchpin, and a local point of pride.

Positions like these strengthen our communities and provide 
SCA members with the skills and experience required to secure 
positions in the growing green job economy. Thank you for 
recognizing the need for this approach and for your continued 
support of SCA’s dedicated young stewards.
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TEAMING UP WITH  
TIMBERLAND 
Communities in America’s three largest cities enjoyed  
“green makeovers” this fall, courtesy of SCA and Timberland, 
in association with Journeys. In Chicago, Ward 25 Alderman  
Danny Solis joined 100 volunteers who transformed a 
neglected median into an “instant park” under the direction 
of landscape architect and SCA board member Ernie Wong. 
SCA also leveraged Timberland funding to win a U.S. Forest 
Service grant, through which local teens will plant hundreds 
of trees across metro Chicago.

In related projects, volunteers installed a green roof on the 
Manhattan Center for Science and Math in New York, and 
converted a vacant Los Angeles lot into an urban farm. 

NEW SCHOLARSHIP FOR 
SCA ALUMS 
SCA and the College of the Atlantic (COA) in Bar Harbor, 
ME have announced a new scholarship for SCA alumni— 
up to $10,000 a year for four years. College President Darron  
Collins, a 1987 SCA alumnus, says building fences in Idaho  
at age 16 made him “feel like I was contributing to the  
wider world for the first time.”

Collins now wants to reward other SCA alumni for their  
contributions. “Students who are attracted to SCA, who  
are interested in working as a team, taking risks, foregoing 
creature comforts, and who are motivated by the greater 
good, will thrive at COA,” he states.

SCA FOUNDER HONORED  
Members of SCA’s Hudson Valley Corps, Excelsior  
Conservation Corps, and New York State Parks Corps  
joined Vassar College students recently to strengthen the  
Vassar Farm and Ecological Preserve…and honor one of  
Vassar’s most revered alumnae.

Over three days, volunteers built footbridges, removed  
invasive species, and planted native saplings before the  
team surprised SCA Founding President Liz Putnam by  
planting a white oak in her honor, not far from where  
Liz composed the senior thesis that led to SCA’s launch  
more than six decades ago. 

“I was a chatterbox when I was a kid but right now  
I’m speechless,” said Liz.
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VOLUNTEERS  
GIVE THEIR BEST  
to Help Others  
Face the Worst 
THE MOMENT KELLEN AYERS KNEW—REALLY KNEW— 
HIS NEXT CALLING WAS WILDLAND FIREFIGHTING 
CAME JUST WEEKS INTO HIS SUMMER HITCH WITH 
SCA’S VETERANS FIRE CORPS. FOLLOWING RIGOROUS 
TRAINING, THE EX-MARINE AND HIS CORPS MATES 
HAD DEPLOYED TO BIGHORN NATIONAL FOREST IN 
WYOMING, WHERE THEY MAINTAINED TRAILS, BUILT 
FENCES, AND WAITED.

The orders arrived in early July. The Weston Pass Fire outside 
Aspen was blowing up. Eventually, it would torch more than 
13,000 acres. “We were the first crew to get there, even before 
the Hotshots,” Kellen recalls. “We protected a ranch house in 
danger of being burned over. A couple of hundred meters away, 
another house was engulfed in flames. You could feel the heat 
from it. 

“We used chain saws to cut trees away from the house, I dug 
lines around the structure, and that house actually survived. 
After that, I decided I’m definitely going to keep pursuing this 
line of work.” 

SCA and the U.S. Forest Service launched the Veterans Fire 
Corps eight years ago, as wildfires grew in frequency and inten-
sity amid a changing climate. At the same time, the program 
provided post-9/11 military veterans with the training they 
needed to start new careers. Kellen, who received two service 
medals as an aviation ordnance technician, says the Fire Corps 
gave him a renewed sense of purpose.

“I felt I was where I should be, serving other people,” he  
declares. “It pretty much filled a void.”

After rescuing that residence, Kellen and his team kept hun-
dreds of other townspeople out of harm’s way by clearing 
potential fire fuels, setting controlled burns, and supporting 
helicopter crews hauling giant buckets of water. “It felt like I 
was right back in Hawaii loading up machine gun rounds and 
rockets!” Kellen states. 

Today, Kellen is just a few months shy of earning a degree in 
Physical Geography from Penn State. In between classes, he 
applies for firefighter positions. “Here at school, a lot of my 
friends will probably end up working in jobs they hate, in an 
office or in front of a computer,” he says. “I want to make a 
difference. It means everything to me.”

CHANGING METHODS FOR CHANGING TIMES
SCA has been building conservation leaders for more than six 
decades, but our blueprints change as needs evolve. Resource 
management has become more sophisticated. Young adults want 
more career preparation. And as climate change has spurred a 
rise in natural disasters, SCA has expanded our response and 
mitigation efforts to aid public lands and public safety. 

Augmenting our Veterans Corps, SCA this year launched a 
Gulf-based fire training initiative for economically disadvan-
taged young men and women in partnership with Job Corps 
and The Nature Conservancy. The Fire Mentor Program pairs 
participants with fire experts from federal and state agencies to 
foster skills development, career experience, and professional 
networking.  

“It’s really hard. You’ve got to push yourself to do it,” says 
Stephen McGuin from a fire line in Georgia. “There’ll be 12, 
16-hour days in the heat but then you go home feeling you did 
something great.”

Stephen, 21, drifted from job to job after high school but  
welcomed the challenge of the Fire Mentor Program.

“When I first went out I said, ‘Man, I’m in the woods. I got no 
FaceTime. No McDonald’s!’” he recalls with a smile. “I just had 
to get out of my comfort zone. Here, you never know what  
the outcome will be. You may be going to a burn, you may be 
going to a prep line. That’s what I like about it.”

Stephen also likes that his efforts aid the region’s longleaf pine 
ecosystem. “This job is definitely for you if you want to feel like 
you’re doing your part,” he says.

Sofia Feliciano-Centeno 
documents damage at  
El Yunque
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Other innovative SCA fire programs include fire protection 
interns who help national parks reduce incidents of fire  
death and injury, structural damage, and the loss of historic 
collections; and new integrated fire and recreation internships, 
which combine wildland firefighting with trail maintenance 
in national forests. Upon completion of service, interns are 
eligible for streamlined federal hiring. 

From Alaska to Florida, SCA fielded hundreds of fire control 
positions this year. Still, that’s only one facet of our modern-
day strategy for dealing with nightmarish natural occurrences. 

RESTORING HOPE IN PUERTO RICO
In September 2017, an unprecedented one-two punch  
battered the Caribbean. In Puerto Rico alone, Hurricanes  
Irma and Maria claimed thousands of lives and inflicted  
more than $40 billion of ruin. 

Though secondary to the human toll, the island’s El Yunque 
National Forest suffered tremendously, losing virtually all its 
foliage and up to 40% of its trees. One observer said the land 
resembled “a plucked chicken.”

Although El Yunque drew its share of tourists prior to the 
storms, its pull was always strongest with Puerto Rican families 
who for generations walked its 1930s CCC-era cobblestone 
paths and arching stone and masonry bridges.

Since January, dozens of locally recruited SCA interns have 
been helping the forest rebuild. In addition to revitalizing  
habitats and hiking trails, they are conducting engineering 
assessments, surveying landslides, preserving pre-Columbian 
cultural sites, and more. 

In many ways, the centerpiece of this  
effort is the restoration of Baño Grande,  
a magnificent, waterfall-fed, former swim-
ming hole constructed by the CCC. SCA 
interns Jan Pérez, 23, and Sofia Feliciano-
Centeno, 22, both recent graduates of the 
University of Puerto Rico’s archaeologi-
cal program, are aiming high. Although 
the pool was closed to swimmers in the 
1970s, under their supervisor’s guidance 
they not only intend to recondition Baño 
Grande, they plan to once again make it 
accessible to bathers and earn listing on 
the National Register of Historic Places. 

“Sofia and I didn’t grow up swimming in 
the pool but our parents did, and to tell 
them it’s open again would fill their hearts 
with joy,” says Jan.

They began by removing vegetation, 
sediment, and other storm debris buried 

in the 18-foot deep pool. Meticulous research and surveys 
followed, and the actual restoration will have to conform to 
stringent guidelines to protect the pool’s historical integrity. 
“We are from this island, we live here,” Sofia states. “This was 
one of the first recreational structures ever built in the forest, 
and we want to preserve it for future generations.”

Raymond Feliciano, El Yunque’s heritage program manager, 
calls Baño Grande “the crown jewel” of the forest and says  
he didn’t hesitate in handing the project to Jan and Sofia.  

(continued on pg. 7)

“ This job is definitely for you  
if you want to feel like you’re  
doing your part.”    STEPHEN MCGUIN

A RECORD OF RESTORATION
Thirty years ago, SCA’s youth-driven Greater  
Yellowstone Recovery Corps rewrote the book  
on natural disaster response practices. Since 
then, land managers have relied on SCA  
volunteers in times of urgent need, including:

1993  Revived Everglades ecosystems  
weakened by Hurricane Andrew

2007  Repaired catastrophic flooding  
at Mount Rainier National Park

2010  Rescued wildlife along Gulf  
after Deepwater Horizon spill

2014  Restored public lands ravaged  
by Hurricane Sandy 

2017  Aided Houston parks damaged  
by Hurricane Harvey

Sofia Feliciano-Centeno 
documents damage at  
El Yunque

Kellen Ayers

Photo: S. Nicole Vidal, USFWS
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Turn your gains into their future.
The stock market has risen to new highs and many people  
have benefitted. Giving appreciated securities to SCA is  
especially tax-smart this year. You can receive an immediate  
income tax charitable deduction and avoid capital gains tax.  
To learn more, call 703.842.4210 or visit thesca.org/stocks

“Nature gave the opportunity for reflection and 
peace to make very important decisions. I went 
from a kid to feeling responsible for making a  
difference. I grew up.”

It all started at 13 when Suzi joined her parents and two 
brothers on their first of many cross-country journeys to  
enjoy the splendor of national parks. The trip allowed Suzi  
to explore nature in its purest form for an entire month.  
“I fell in love with the parks,” she says.

The part that really stuck? The park rangers. In addition to 
educating her, she always felt they cared about her family and 
the quality of their experience. She wanted to help visitors 
enjoy the outdoors just as the rangers had done for her.

Ten years later, Suzi eagerly accepted an SCA interpretive  
naturalist internship at Grand Canyon National Park. By 
then, she was a high school biology and general science 
teacher, and welcomed the chance to share her knowledge 
with the park’s many visitors.

Still, she experienced her greatest personal growth in the  
quieter moments. It was during one of these moments,  
while sitting on the canyon’s edge at sunset, that Suzi decided 
to pursue medical school.

Today, Dr. Suzanne Rose is the senior vice dean for Medical 
Education at the University of Pennsylvania’s Perelman School 
of Medicine. She credits her time with SCA with helping her 
transition from one phase to another. It was a bridge during  
a “crucial transformational time in my life.”

Suzi’s time at the Grand Canyon taught her to think beyond 
herself and she shares this sentiment today at the university. 
“It’s not just about the med students,” she notes, “but about 
the patients and communities they serve.”

There is a “confluence between education and caring about 
the future,” she continues, adding that preserving the  
environment could have a tremendous impact on her  
students’ ability to pay it forward. And that is another  
lesson she learned with SCA.

“It’s always a part of me.”

SUPPORTER

DR. SUZANNE ROSE

“I fell in love with the parks.”
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Double Your Impact!
A small group of generous donors—who share your commitment  

to youth and conservation—will match every gift made  
through December 31 UP TO $100,000!

The gift you make TODAY will be matched—doubling the impact of your  
support—so ACT NOW! Your gift will make a lasting difference in the lives  

of our young members and the public lands we are working hard to protect.

Use the attached envelope, or give securely online at   
thesca.org/MatchTGW

DR. SUZANNE ROSE

URBAN INITIATIVES GROW
SCA’s community crew program, providing summer  
conservation jobs and environmental education in cities 
nationwide, continued to grow this year, engaging nearly 
1,300 teens of all backgrounds. Leading the way were our 
Pennsylvania Outdoor Corps, which improved urban park-
lands from Erie to Philadelphia, and our Washington, DC 
crews, which helped place the George Washington Memorial 
Parkway, Rock Creek Park, and Greenbelt Park in SCA’s  
Top 10 Service Sites for 2018. 

Among their achievements, SCA community crew members:

n Planted 4,500 trees to make neighborhoods more resilient 

n Restored 669 acres of at-risk parks and habitats 

n  Built or maintained 258 miles of trail to improve  
public access

Following their service:

n  97% of crew members agreed they gained valuable  
teamwork skills 

n  95% were more likely to teach others about the  
importance of conservation

SCA also hosts crews in Chicago, Houston, New York, 
Pittsburgh, the San Francisco Bay Area, Seattle, and other 
locations. 

 

(Volunteers Give Their Best continued)

“They are very practiced and don’t need a lot of oversight,” he 
says. “I just give them instructions and let them roll.

“I want them to use their educations and the compliance issues 
will be a good experience for them. They’ve enabled me to sit 
with the designers and identify the best repair strategy. They 
have maximized my capacity by five or six times.” 

After being essentially closed for more than a year, the forest 
scheduled a limited reopening for November 19—Puerto Rico 
Day. It’s a moment Jan Pérez, who lives a short distance from 
El Yunque, has longed for.

“After the storm hit, I climbed to the roof of my house and the 
trees—they were gone,” he recalls. “Everything was gone. It was 
very sad.”

“When I was a child,” adds Sofia, “I always climbed to the 
forest’s highest point for the most amazing views of the coast. 
Now people are asking ‘When will the trails be reopened?’  
This internship has allowed us to show people different 
features, not only the natural resources but the cultural and 
historic resources.

“It’s been great being part of a larger team working together  
so people can again experience El Yunque.”  

Sofia and Jan update El Yunque neighbors on their progress
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The Student Conservation Association (SCA) is America’s  
largest and most effective youth conservation service 
organization. SCA conserves lands and transforms lives by 
empowering young people of all backgrounds to plan, act,  
and lead, while they protect and restore our natural and  
cultural resources. Founded in 1957, SCA’s mission is to  
build the next generation of conservation leaders.
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Youth with Autism  
Access Nature  
with SCA
For the second consecutive summer, high school students 
on the autism spectrum enjoyed outdoor service experiences 
through a partnership between SCA and Drexel University. 
In fact, the pilot program launched last year in Philadelphia 
doubled in size and expanded to Pittsburgh.  

“Currently, there is a focus on employment for adults  
with autism, but I wondered why not start earlier?” says 
Dianne Malley, director of the A.J. Drexel Autism Institute’s 
Transitions Pathways program.

Research indicates that 90% of autistic students who are  
employed during secondary school go on to work in their 
early 20s. That’s more than twice the rate of those who had 
not been employed during high school. The SCA program 
model—a team-oriented experience anchored in personal 
responsibility—provides an appealing starting point for  
youth with autism, many of whom feel socially isolated.

“With SCA crews, students are on even footing,” Malley 
notes. “They’re all learning basic work skills and how to be  
on time together.”

Of the six teens on the autism spectrum who participated 
with SCA last summer, two returned for crews this year and 
two others took jobs elsewhere. In all, SCA placed 12 students 
with autism—one per team in Philadelphia and Pittsburgh—
and each individual made their own decision about sharing 
their condition. 

Crews put in long, physically demanding days building 
hiking trails, improving community gardens, and removing 
invasive species. “It got hot some days, and even rained.  

None of that stopped us,” beamed one member.

Beyond forming connections with nature and crewmates, 
those along the autism spectrum also developed higher levels 
of independence as they navigated public transit, completed 
assignments, and managed their paychecks.

Crew leaders in the program received advance training and  
resources from a certified behavior analyst, and SCA and 
Drexel engaged leaders in weekly calls throughout the  
summer to create an opportunity for sharing issues, discussing 
dynamics, and brainstorming strategies to manage challenges 
more effectively. 

“Crew members and crew leaders both got a lot out of the  
experience,” says SCA Philadelphia Program Manager  
Brianna Riley. “It was a huge value add for the program.” 
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